Introduction
In recent years, a number of groups have been focusing on the protein inverse folding problem (Crippen, 1991; Jones et al, 1992; Bryant and Lawrence, 1993; Godzik et al, 1993a,b; Jones and Thornton, 1993; Nishikawa and Matsuo, 1993; Qouzounis et al, 1993; Sippl, 1993; Maiorov and Crippen, 1994) , aimed at finding folding patterns from the known folds for a given target sequence. Several mean force fields have been constructed to evaluate the compatibility between a target sequence and a known fold. Threading tests, in which sequence is mounted on each backbone in a conformation pool and then the energy for each of the forced matchings is calculated, have shown that, given a sequence, the present methods can recognize the native conformation among thousands of alternative candidates; in other words, the native sequence matches its native conformation best. But what about each residue along the sequence? Does each residue along the sequence also match its local environment best? If not for all the residues, then for which residues is it true? Which residues along the sequences are liable to be replaced and by which amino acid residues?
Answers to the above questions will be helpful in protein folding and protein engineering studies, since accumulated experimental data show that key residues, which contribute most to protein structure stability or protein function, do exist in proteins. Such residues should not be modified individually in protein engineering. On the other hand, many sites can be modified to enhance protein structure stability, but which residues should be introduced remains a problem. Experiments have been done and are being done to address this problem. Theoretical methods which are able to evaluate the contribution of each residue to the whole structure will serve as a guide for experimental work.
Since sequences with low homology can fit to a common fold, it can be inferred that amino acid residues other than the native one at certain positions of the sequence may also be able to fit to the environment around this position, or a combination of residues other than the native segment may also be able to fit in the same local environment. Such information is important for protein de novo design, as well as for protein sequence-structure alignment. The fact that mean force field methods addressing inverse folding problems have successfully found structural similarities between proteins with low sequence identity is encouraging researchers to extract more detailed information from the mean force field, for example to evaluate the possibility of a residue at a certain position being substituted by others so that guidance may be provided for protein engineering.
Empirical potentials have been constructed by using various parameters, e.g. inter-atomic distances, hydrophobic effects, residue contacts, hydrogen bonds and secondary structures (Maiorov et al., 1994; Godzik et al, 1993a; Jones and Thornton, 1993; Nishikawa and Matsuo, 1993; Qouzounis et al, 1993; Sippl, 1993) . Baumann et al. (1989) introduced a parameter called the polar fraction to describe protein structure and found it to be sensitive to the correctness of the protein three-dimensional model. We have used the protein main chain polar fraction (Wang et al, 1995) to construct a mean force field and shown that this mean force field can perform successfully in picking out the native fold among thousands of alternatives when applied in a protein folding recognition threading test. In particular, the polar fraction has proved to be a sensitive parameter to be used independently in native structure recognition (Wang et al, 1995) , which correlates well with the fact this structural characteristic is an effective parameter in discrimination between correct and incorrect folding patterns (Baumann et al, 1989; Luthardt et al, 1994) . In this paper, we explore the application of the new mean force field in protein mutant stability prediction. Based on mean force field calculations, the compatibility between different types of amino acid residues and the environment around a certain position is evaluated by the pseudoenergy, then position-dependent protein mutant profiles are constructed. Detailed analyses of the profiles are given first, then their application in mutant stability prediction is discussed.
Materials and methods

Data set used
A data set with distinct protein structures selected by Bryant and Lawrence (1993) was used for the mutant profile analysis. The data set is given in Table I . Secondary structure assignments Residues in the lowest row are lowest in energy, while residues in the highest row are highest in energy. Native residues are shaded, seq, sequence of 3cln; str, secondary structure assignment.
were extracted from the DSSP files in EMBL (Kabsch and Sander, 1983) .
Calculation of main chain polar fraction
The main chain polar fraction (POLFRAC) was calculated according to Baumann et al. (1989) by the following equation:
where POLSURF(j) = l?(OlXSURF(i), NATOM is the total number of main chain atoms, \q{j)\ is the absolute value of charges possessed by each atom, SURF(/) is the solventaccessible area of atom / and POLFRAC_MAX is the maximum polar fraction when the residue is in an extended conformation.
Mean force field construction
A mean force field was constructed by the statistical calculation method established by Sippl (1990) and Hendlich etal., (1990).
We used the main chain polar fraction, solvent accessibility and dihedral angles to represent protein conformation. An independent data set including 64 protein chains was used to derive the parameters. Statistical work was carried out for the property frequencies in 10 intervals. With a Boltzmann device, the energy for each amino acid residue-conformation match was calculated (Wang et al, 1995) .
Calculation of the protein mutant profile along a sequence
For each position along a protein sequence, the 20 types of amino acid were mounted, while the polar fraction, solvent accessibility and dihedral angles from the native conformation were assigned to the mutant. In other words, contrary to the threading idea, here the local environment was maintained while different amino acids came to match it. Pseudo-energies for each of the 20 matches at a certain position were calculated, then energy values were sorted in descending order. Finally, a mutant profile along the protein sequence in the format of 20XL was obtained, where L represents the sequence length. 2apr  4sbvA  8atcA  lrhd  3icb  21db  2plv3  2tmvP  ltnfA  2cts  lphh  letu  4mdhA  4sgbl  2tecE  Ip2p  3tln   2ilb  2tsl  8atcB  ltpkA  2pkaA  21tnA  2prk  lutg  lton  2fbjL  lpp2L  lfcbA  8catA  2alp  2cyp  ltgn  4ape   4dfrA  5hvpA  8dfr  3blm  2pkaB  21tnB  2rhe  2wrpR  lubq  2fbjH  lpp2R  lfdlH  labp  51dh  61dh  2cab  2trm   4fxn  5rubA  9pap  3cla  4chaA  2mevl  2rspA  lypiA  2act  2gbp  lpyp  lfdlL  3gbp  lgdlO  2ssi  2ci2I  3fabH   in profile   4pep  5rubB  3mt  3cna  2ptn  2mev2  2snil  3aat  2ca2  2gcr  Irlal  lfdIY  lrbp  3pgk  4xiaA  2lz2  3fabL   analysis   3pfk  5tnc  9wgaA  3dfr  3pgm  2mev3  2stv  3adk  3cd4  2gn5  Ir69  lfxl  21bp  lwsyA  2psg  3app  lpfc   4rhvl  7apLA  lbmvl  3est  3rp2A  2mev4  2tbvA  5q>v  2cdv  2hlaB  lcseE  lak3A   2!iv   lgox  lcms  3cln  lgcr   4rhv2  7rsa  2hmgA  3gapA  3rp2B  2pabA  7timB  lsgt  2cpp  lhneE  lcsel  laic  2fb4L  lacx  lecd  31zm Results and discussion Figure 1 gives the mutant profile for calmodulin (PDB code, 3cln), which displays the order of substitution for each position. Each column is arranged according to the descending order of empirical energy calculated for corresponding substitutions with the lowest row close to the sequence being the lowest in energy and the highest row being the highest in energy. It shows that the best match (the match with lowest energy) does not always come from the native residue, but the native residue does tend to appear at or near the lowest energy match. For example, among the 143 positions, 37 native matches (26%, denoted as R_NBM below) are the best compared with the other 19 substitutions. While the rate for native match to be the second best is 13% and the third best is 10%, rates for other cases tend to be on average between 1 and 6%. It can be seen that the rate for the native match being the best is much higher than the random value of 5%. This explains why the threading method can identify native structures successfully. On the other hand, this profile provides valuable information for mutant design. The possibility of a native residue being replaced by the other 19 amino acids can be predicted from the calculated profile. Residues with similar hydrophobic or electrostatic properties were found to be interchangeable. For example, the native match for Phel2 is the fifth best according to the profile, while the best match is Leu, both of them being typical hydrophobic residues. For Asp74, the native match is the sixth best one, while the best one comes from the mutant Glu, a residue with similar properties to Asp in terms of charge. More interestingly, for the 12 threonines in calmodulin, there are four cases where the best match is the native one with the second best being Ser, and there are two cases that the mutant pattern is Thr -» Cys -> Ser. All these results show that such a profile can give a reasonable evaluation of mutant design. However, there are cases that do not seem reasonable at first sight, but were found to be reasonable after careful examination. For Asp60, all the best matches are from hydrophobic residues, e.g. Tyr, Val, Leu and Phe, while matches from charged mutants are among the worst. When the structure was checked, it was found that Asp_60 is deeply buried and forms side-chain hydrogen bonds, which partly explains why hydrophobic residues favor this position. The formation of a side-chain hydrogen bond at this position is a stabilizing factor for the structure partly to compensate the deeply buried state Fig. 2 . R_NBM distribution in the data set which includes 152 proteins of known structures. R_NBM is defined as the percentage rate for native residues to be the best matches (lowest energy substitutions) in one protein.
Profile analysis
of a polar side chain. Since the present mean force does not include information about salt bridges or side-chain hydrogen bonds, the derived profile cannot give a full judgment at this point. In addition, general structural principles can be deduced from the profile. Proline was predicted to be a suitable mutant at the end of the first and the fourth helices, and was predicted to be the second suitable mutant at the end of the second helix. This reflects the property of Pro as a helix breaker. Glycines are highly conserved; that is, from the mutant profile, glycine is a residue which is not liable to be replaced by other amino acid residues based on the pseudo-energy calculation. For conserved glycines, Asn, Asp and Lys tend to be better replacements, which is consistent with the fact that when Gly is in a left-hand conformation, Asn is the best replacement, followed by Asp and Lys.
When mutant profiles for other proteins in the data set were analyzed, similar phenomena were found. For example, glycines and prolines are among the most 'conserved' residues. Then the percentage rate for native residues to be the best matches (R_NBM) was calculated for each protein. Figure 2 shows the distribution of R_NBM in the data set. It can be seen that, generally, R_NBM varies from 0.14 to 0.20, with a peak around 0.18-0.20, which is significantly higher than the random value of 0.05. Thirty out of the 152 proteins in the data set are located with R_NBM in the range 0.18-0.20. The lowest R_NBM value of 0.06 comes from calcium-binding parvalbumin B 5cpv, but it is still higher than the random value of 0.05, which again explains why the present mean force field is successful in native structure recognition in the threading test. Other examples with R_NBM < 0.08 include 51dh, 3pgk and lgox, which adopt an a/|J structure. It is interesting that in our previous threading test, the compatibility between the sequence and structure of lgox was also found to be poor (Wang et al., 1995) .
Comparison between predictions from the position-dependent mutant profile and experimental results. The above analysis shows that the mutant pattern given by the mutant profile is theoretically reasonable. However, a direct test of the calculated mutant profile is to compare the predicted mutant pattern with the experimental data derived from systematic mutations at a certain position. Tryptophan synthase (Glu49). To elucidate the role of individual amino acid residues in stabilizing the conformation of a protein, Yutani et al. (1987) replaced by the other 18 amino acids (except Arg). They proved that hydrophobic amino acid residues are more favored at position 49. Recently, Miyazawa and Jernigan (1994) also evaluated the stabilities of the mutants by contact energy calculation. Their results correlated well with experimental data, especially for Met, Leu, Val, Ala, Gly, Thr, Ser and His. We constructed a mutant profile for tryptophan synthase (PDB code lwsyA) by the procedure described in the Materials and methods section and compared it with experimental data, as shown in Figure 3 . From Figure 3 , we can see that the predicted result is qualitatively consistent with the experimental data. The overall correlation coefficient for a linear fit is 0.71. Equivalent stabilities have been found with the experiment data among mutant groups, such as in the Cys-Phe, Tyr-Thr and Trp-His pairs and in the Ala-Glu-Asp group. On the whole, according to the prediction, the stabilities of the mutant proteins tend to increase with increased hydrophobicity of the substituted residue, which is consistent with experimental data. The success of the prediction here should be attributed to the fact that Glu49 is uncharacteristically buried in the interior of the protein, and therefore the thermal stability of the structure can be improved by introducing hydrophobic interactions at this position. Matsumura et al (1988) substituted De3 in T4 lysozyme by all the other 19 amino acid residues to determine how the local hydrophobic effect at a specific position contributes to the overall stability of the protein. Their data suggested that the local hydrophobic interactions at position 3 directly contributed to the overall thermal stability. We compared their experimental findings with our prediction based on the position-dependent mutant profile calculation for T4 lysozyme (PDB code 31zm), which is shown in Figure 4 .
T4 lysozyme (Ile3).
lie was correctly predicted to be among the most suitable residues for this position. The predicted stability order is comparable to that of experiment if only hydrophobic amino acid residues that cannot form side-chain hydrogen bonds (Leu, He, Val, Ala, Met, Phe, Cys) are considered, with a correlation coefficient for these seven residues of 0.88. This reflects the situation that hydrophobic interaction is more preferred at this position to stabilize the native structure.
Since no information about side-chain hydrogen bonds and electrostatic effects was included in constructing the mean force field, the calculation result for polar or hydrogen bondforming residues has no correlation with experimental data. When side-chain information is included, the predictive ability for polar/non-polar residue interchanges should be improved. Based on the mean force field constructed from protein main chain characteristics, which include the polar fraction, solvent accessibility and dihedral angles, position-dependent mutant profiles were calculated. From the above analysis, we can see that even though only main chain information was considered here, the profiles can give meaningful hints. The mutant profile can point out at which position along a sequence mutation is forbidden, which indicates that the residue at that position is crucial at least for maintaining the protein conformation. Evaluation of the possibility of the native residue being replaced by other amino acids given by the profile method is reasonable. If a position is open for mutation, the mutant candidates are suggested. The correlation between the calculated mutant profile and experimental data indicates that the predicted mutant pattern can act as a guide for protein engineering, and the prediction will be more powerful when side-chain information is considered in the mean force field construction. Since only single-point mutation is considered here, this profile method should be developed further to consider the compensated and correlated mutations (Gobel et al, 1994; Lin et al, 1994; Shindyalov et al, 1994; Taylor and Hatrick, 1994) to make it more powerful in mutant stability prediction.
